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Grade: C-

Kidman is golden

"Golden Villian." Nicole Kidman charms
those around her in "The Golden Compass,"
but the film fails to charm audiences.
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These days, it seems $180 million doesn't buy you what it used to.

One would think that in Hollywood, that kind of cash would get you a great cast,
some  incredible  special  effects,  a  first-rate  director  and  a  phenomenal
screenplay. In the case of "The Golden Compass," they were at least halfway
there.

Visually stunning and at least competently acted, the film, based on the "His
Dark Materials" book trilogy by Phillip Pullman, suffers from curious pacing and a
convoluted script. There has been a good deal of controversy in the media over
whether or not this movie was anti-Christian or not.  Mostly,  I  think it  defies
understanding.

The film, directed by Chris Weitz (whose previous biggest achievement was the
teen flick "American Pie"), seems to desire the fantasy-epic void left by "The
Lord of the Rings" trilogy and "The Chronicles of Narnia." It certainly does have
some of the same religious undertones that those films possessed. It also carries
a similar price tag, as "The Golden Compass" is reported to have cost at least
$180 million, making it one of the most expensive movies ever made. However,
the storylines in the other movies were more tightly crafted, despite their fanciful
origins. See if you can track with this:

Lyra Belacqua (Dakota Blue Richards) is a 12-year-old girl who lives in a parallel
world  similar  to  ours,  but  where  people's  souls  take  the  form  of  animal
companions  called  dæmons  (pronounced  demons;  Lyra's  is  a  shape-shifting
ferret  named Pantalaimon.)  Her uncle,  Lord Asriel  (Daniel  Craig),  appears  to
have discovered a controversial substance called "Dust," which as near as I can
figure  is  "The  Golden  Compass"'s  version  of  "the  force."  Dust  connects
everything together, but the Magisterium, which rules the world, secretly fears
the substance because it gives people free will. When Asriel goes on a journey to
find Dust, the Magisterium sets out to prevent him from reaching his goal.

Meanwhile,  Lyra is  befriended by
Mrs.  Coulter  (Nicole  Kidman),  a
stunningly beautiful and charming
woman who says she'd like to take
the  girl  on  a  trip  to  the  North.
Lyra's  schoolmaster  reluctantly
allows her  to  go,  but  not  before
secretly giving her the world's last
Althieometer,  or  golden  compass
-- a device which tells the truth,
but  only  to  certain  people.
Apparently,  Lyra's  one  of  those
people, but we're never sure why.
Compass  in  hand,  Lyra  and  her
ferret go to live with Mrs. Coulter,
who soon reveals herself to be no
friend.  Lyra  discovers  that  Mrs.  Coulter  is  behind  a  recent  rash  of  child
abductions,  and  that  her  best  friend,  Roger  (Ben  Walker),  is  one  of  those
missing. Lyra, realizing that she's in peril, flees from Mrs. Coulter's clutches and

is rescued by the Gyptians, a sort of seafaring group of gypsies who have kept an eye on the girl while her uncle's
away.
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Lyra and the ice bear

"How Do You Know if a Bear..." ...steals the
show. Iorek Byrnison (voiced by Ian McKellan) is
the star of any scene he's in.

Heading north by sea with the Gyptians, Lyra soon encounters new allies -- Serafina Pekkala (Eva Green), queen
of the witches; Lee Scoresby (Sam Elliott), an aeronaut balloonist from Texas; and Iorek Byrnison (voiced by Ian
McKellan), an armored ice bear. Together, Lyra and her unlikely coalition journey to find the missing children and
to reunite Asriel with the compass, which will help him in his quest for Dust. Unfortunately, Lyra's supporting cast
isn't very interesting, save for the ice bears, who are passionate and intense -- qualities singularly lacking from
the rest of the film. If they ever came out with a movie called, "His Dark Materials: Saga of the Ice Bears," I'd
definitely be in line to watch that one.

Got all that? I wasn't even sure I was getting it as I watched
it. The film comes in under two hours (amazing for something
costing close to $200 million!), but I left wishing they'd taken
another half-hour to explain things a little better. At the very
least,  they  could  have  taken a  little  more  time to  develop
most of their characters into more than two-dimensional paper
cut-outs. Out of all the characters, only Lyra seems to have
any tangible depth.

In  addition,  Weitz  could  have  included  an  ending  to  "The
Golden Compass." In all of the great sagas (namely "Lord of
the  Rings"  and  "Star  Wars"),  each  movie  was  fairly
self-contained. You're able to watch each movie on its own
merits, and each has a discernible closing -- even if you knew
there would be a sequel. Strangely, the film ends without a

real ending -- almost as though he was forcing us to wait until a sequel to see how the first movie finishes.

As for the widely discussed religious controversies surrounding "The Golden Compass," it was fairly easy to see
why the Catholic Church was upset. After all, "Magisterium" is a term that refers directly to the Church's teaching
authority, and the Magisterium in the movie is clearly a theocracy bent on universal domination. Those who don't
agree with the state's view of things are deemed heretics; their fate is almost certainly death. However, the
religious quirks of the film are far from its cardinal sins.

Sadly, for viewers (and for investors in the film), "The Golden Compass" has plenty of of other flaws that make it
an  average  film  at  best.  Frankly,  its  high  price  tag  and  its  projected  gross  are  likely  to  make  it  the  next
"Waterworld" than the next "Lord of the Rings."
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